
  

Murrayburn Primary School Home Learning 

Primary 6   Week Beginning 11/01/2021 

Literacy Numeracy Other Tasks 

Spelling   ‘ee’ words & Fry’s Common Word Lists (Miss D’s class 

using words in spelling channel) 

Try to think of as many ee words as you can and create a poster using 

at least 10 of them. For example:  see, green, teeth.  You could use 

rainbow writing or try a graffiti style poster.  

Have a look at the spelling activities on Sumdog Choose 8 common 

words from Fry’s List to learn too.  

Take a photo of your work & post in your channel on teams if you can. 

Reading: Read  2 chapters of a novel of your choice draw a comic strip  

based on what you have read OR see below for reading 

comprehension The Moon  

Choose mild, spicy or hot. Write your answers in the class notebook or 

jotter in your pack.  

                                             

Writing:  Write a set of instructions on how to make a cup of tea  

• Give your instructions a title  

• Make sure you list the tasks in the correct order  

• Focus on your openers First, Then, Next, Finally  

• See additional sheet for steps to success  

Post your work in your Teams channel or email it to your teacher  

 

Shape 

Create your own 2D shape (flat shape) picture.  
Can you name the shapes and make a note of 
how many sides and corners they have? 

Which shapes have right angles (90°) 

Tables 

Choose a times table to learn. Use 

www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games  to help you 

Create a song or rap to demonstrate your 

learning  

Sum Dog    

Log on to Sum Dog and complete the 

challenges.  

 

 

 

 

Problem Solving:  

Scroll down to find this weeks problem solving 

task Pizza Hut Challenge. Choose mild, spicy or 

hot 

 

Music: Miss McDonald  

 

Please look in the music channel on Teams for 

your task from Miss McDonald  

STEAM: Mrs Iles  

Please look in the STEAM channel on Teams 

for your task from Mrs. Iles.   

 

 

 Topic    Choose an animal that you would like 

to learn more about and create a poster 

providing some interesting facts.            MILD: 

3 facts SPICY:5 facts HOT:7 facts        

https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/category/disco
ver/animals/   

 

Art   Junk art – create a piece of art using 

recyclable items in your home! This could be 

a sculpture, on a piece of paper or any piece 

of art you can imagine!  

    

                                             

                         

 

Daily Tasks  

• Read for 15 minutes a day or listen to 

the stories in files on Teams  

• Practise your number bonds or times 

tables   

• Try to do 15 minutes of physical 

activity every day – remember Joe 

Wicks is back on 3 times a week 

Listening & Talking:  Ask a member of your family to talk what they 

think life would be like without any gadgets or technology 

• Make notes on the key bits of information.     

• Use bullet points to lay your notes out  

• Afterwards can you write a paragraph using your notes to help 

you.  What do you think it would be like?  

Post your work in your Teams channel/Class notebook or email it to 

your teacher  

 

http://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/category/discover/animals/
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/category/discover/animals/


P4 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

 

Literacy Numeracy Other 
Fry’s Common Words 
https://d3jc3ahdjad7x7.cloudfront.net/tkeR
8emKEhn7NawPiMG4JtE8NJHek5DTEFp
MzzRYGKI1PYdt.pdf 
 
Stories to listen to at home 
https://cityofedinburgheducation-
my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/908271
8_ea_edin_sch_uk/Ec85Q2k2rMNMpCAw
3n0v_OoBgjXzOkp4BJpLTEGxpEZz-
w?e=opwsRi 
 
 
Writing Steps to Success  

o Use a capital letter at the start of 
every sentence & for proper nouns  

o End every sentence with a 
punctuation mark ( .? ! )  

o Try to make my sentences as 
interesting as possible by using 
ambitious vocabulary, adjectives, 
similes  

o Break down & sound out words to 
help me spell them correctly  

o Use my clear & neat handwriting  
o Remember to read over my work 

when I am finished to check for 
errors  

 

Shape resources  
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z
jv39j6/articles/ztpwdmn 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z
s7mn39/articles/zj3sscw 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z
s7mn39/articles/z7bff4j 
 
 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Search.aspx?q=
2d%20shapes 
 

https://www.education.com/games/2d-
shapes/    
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zjv3
9j6  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Art  
 
https://www.artforkidshub.com/ 
 
Topic 
 
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/animals/ 
 
https://www.worldwildlife.org/ 
 
 

 

https://d3jc3ahdjad7x7.cloudfront.net/tkeR8emKEhn7NawPiMG4JtE8NJHek5DTEFpMzzRYGKI1PYdt.pdf
https://d3jc3ahdjad7x7.cloudfront.net/tkeR8emKEhn7NawPiMG4JtE8NJHek5DTEFpMzzRYGKI1PYdt.pdf
https://d3jc3ahdjad7x7.cloudfront.net/tkeR8emKEhn7NawPiMG4JtE8NJHek5DTEFpMzzRYGKI1PYdt.pdf
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zjv39j6/articles/ztpwdmn
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zjv39j6/articles/ztpwdmn
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zs7mn39/articles/zj3sscw
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zs7mn39/articles/zj3sscw
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zs7mn39/articles/z7bff4j
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zs7mn39/articles/z7bff4j
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Search.aspx?q=2d%20shapes
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Search.aspx?q=2d%20shapes
https://www.education.com/games/2d-shapes/
https://www.education.com/games/2d-shapes/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zjv39j6
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zjv39j6
https://www.artforkidshub.com/
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/animals/
https://www.worldwildlife.org/


ALL PRODUCTS, PRICES AND DEALS MAY VARY BY LOCATION - SEE IN HUT FOR FULL DETAILS

FROM

FROMFROM



HOT CHALLENGE

1. Hi, can I please book a table for a very large group? There’s 

Sandy and Jennifer who have Biff, Chip and Kipper. Then 
there’s Michael and Jean and their triplets.  There’s also myself, 

Hannah, Rebecca and our parents.  So how many people are 

you going to reserve the table for?

2. We’re all going to leave the house at about 5.32pm, but we 

need to stop for petrol. That should take 7 minutes and then it 
will take 43 minutes to get to you. What time will you reserve the 

table for? (Restaurants normally round their bookings to the 
nearest 15 minute interval)

3. We’d like to order 2 x Chicken Wings as starters please, but 
we also filled out the questionnaire last time we visited and 

received a 1 x free starter code. How much will our starters be in 

total?

4. For our mains we would like to order the following: 2 x Chicken 

Melt: BBQ American Melt, 1 x The G.O.A.T sharing pizza, 1 x Classic 
Macaroni Cheese, 2 x Cheesy Triangles and 1 x Sweet Potato 

Fries. We will also have 1 bottle of Shiraz (£15.95) and 9 x fizzy 
drinks (£2.59 each). How much will our main course be in total?

5. We don’t want any pudding thank you, we’re far too full. Just 
the bill please. How much is the meal altogether?

7. We would like to leave a 15% tip. How much is that? How much is 

the overall bill with tip added?

HOT CHALLENGE

1. Hi, can I please book a table for a very large group? There’s 

Sandy and Jennifer who have Biff, Chip and Kipper. Then 
there’s Michael and Jean and their triplets.  There’s also myself, 
Hannah, Rebecca and our parents.  So how many people are 

you going to reserve the table for?

2. We’re all going to leave the house at about 5.32pm, but we 
need to stop for petrol. That should take 7 minutes and then it 
will take 43 minutes to get to you. What time will you reserve the 

table for? (Restaurants normally round their bookings to the 
nearest 15 minute interval)

3. We’d like to order 2 x Chicken Wings as starters please, but 
we also filled out the questionnaire last time we visited and 

received a 1 x free starter code. How much will our starters be in 

total?

4. For our mains we would like to order the following: 2 x Chicken 

Melt: BBQ American Melt, 1 x The G.O.A.T sharing pizza, 1 x Classic 
Macaroni Cheese, 2 x Cheesy Triangles and 1 x Sweet Potato 

Fries. We will also have 1 bottle of Shiraz (£15.95) and 9 x fizzy 
drinks (£2.59 each). How much will our main course be in total?

5. We don’t want any pudding thank you, we’re far too full. Just 
the bill please. How much is the meal altogether?

7. We would like to leave a 15% tip. How much is that? How much is 

the overall bill with tip added? Miss McCulloch Miss McCulloch



MILD CHALLENGE
1. Hi, can I please book a table for 2 people. We’re 
going to leave the house at about 5.30pm and it will 

take 30 minutes to get to you. What time will you 
reserve the table for? 

2. To start we would like 1 x Southern Fried Nuggets. 
How much is that?

3. To drink, we would like 1x Irn Bru and 1x Sprite. How 
much will that be? (all fizzy drinks are £2.59 each) 

4.  For our main courses we would like, 1 x individual 
Pepperoni pizza with original base and 1 x individual 
Chicken Supreme with a Stuffed Crust. How much will 

that be altogether?

5. We are on a tight budget. What is cheaper: 1 x Hot ‘N’ 
Spicy Chicken Sharing pizza or 1 x individual Pepperoni 

pizza with original base and 1 x individual Chicken 
Supreme with a Stuffed Crust?

6a) You have £24. List what you would order if you 

went to Pizza Hut. (Don’t forget to add up the prices to 
make sure you have enough)

b) Do you have any change?

MILD CHALLENGE
1. Hi, can I please book a table for 2 people. We’re 
going to leave the house at about 5.30pm and it will 

take 30 minutes to get to you. What time will you 
reserve the table for? 

2. To start we would like 1 x Southern Fried Nuggets. 
How much is that?

3. To drink, we would like 1 x Irn Bru and 1 x Sprite. How 
much will that be? (all fizzy drinks are £2.59 each) 

4.  For our main courses we would like, 1 x individual 
Pepperoni pizza with original base and 1 x individual 
Chicken Supreme with a Stuffed Crust. How much will 

that be altogether?

5. We are on a tight budget. What is cheaper: 1 x Hot ‘N’ 
Spicy Chicken Sharing pizza or 1 x individual Pepperoni 

pizza with original base and 1 x individual Chicken 
Supreme with a Stuffed Crust?

6a) You have £24. List what you would order if you 

went to Pizza Hut. (Don’t forget to add up the prices to 
make sure you have enough)

b) Do you have any change?
Miss McCulloch Miss McCulloch



SPICY CHALLENGE

1. Hi, could I please book a table for a group of people? Well 
there’s Catherine and Josh with their twins. There’s also 
myself and my husband. So how many people are you going 
to reserve the table for?

2. We’re all going to leave the house at about 6.45pm and it 
will take 35 minutes to get to you. What time will you reserve 
the table for? (Restaurants normally round their bookings to 
the nearest 15 minute interval)

3. We’d like to order 2 x Jack ‘N’ Roll as starters please but we 
also have a £1.50 off all starters voucher. How much will our 
starters be in total?

4. What will be cheaper; 2 x latte (£3.59 each), 4 x fizzy juice 
(£2.59 each) or 4 x latte and 2 tap waters (free). What is the 
difference in price between the two options? We will have 
the cheapest option please.

5. For our mains we would like to order the following: 1 x Meat 
Meltdown sharing pizza with a stuffed crust and 1 x Fries, 2 x 
Onion Rings. How much will our main course be in total?

6. We’re so full so we don’t want any pudding thank you. Just 
the bill please. How much is the meal altogether?

7. We would like to leave a 10% tip. How much is that?

SPICY CHALLENGE

1. Hi, could I please book a table for a group of people? Well 
there’s Catherine and Josh with their twins. There’s also 
myself and my husband. So how many people are you going 
to reserve the table for?

2. We’re all going to leave the house at about 6.45pm and it 
will take 35 minutes to get to you. What time will you reserve 
the table for? (Restaurants normally round their bookings to 
the nearest 15 minute interval)

3. We’d like to order 2 x Jack ‘N’ Roll as starters please but we 
also have a £1.50 off all starters voucher. How much will our 
starters be in total?

4. What will be cheaper; 2 x latte (£3.59 each), 4 x fizzy juice 
(£2.59 each) or 4 x latte and 2 tap waters (free). What is the 
difference in price between the two options? We will have 
the cheapest option please.

5. For our mains we would like to order the following: 1 x Meat 
Meltdown sharing pizza with a stuffed crust and 1 x Fries, 2 x 
Onion Rings. How much will our main course be in total?

6. We’re so full so we don’t want any pudding thank you. Just 
the bill please. How much is the meal altogether?

7. We would like to leave a 10% tip. How much is that?
Miss McCulloch Miss McCulloch
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The Moon
Do you ever look up in the sky at night and see the Moon shining down and lighting up 
the night-time town? Do you sometimes wonder what it would be like to visit the Moon 
or wonder why it shines so bright? Well here’s some information that might interest you…

Moon and Sun:

The Moon shines very brightly, but is only reflecting the light of the Sun it can’t make its own light. 

When the Sun comes back up for our day time we think that the Moon goes away but it doesn’t, it’s 

just harder to see because it is so bright. Sometimes, if you look carefully,  you can see the Moon 

in the sky during the day time.

Photo courtesy of (shahbasharat, Aurel___@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence - attribution

Did you know?

Average temperature in the day: 107°C

Average temperature at night: -153°C

Distance from Earth: 238,857 miles

Diameter: 2,160 miles 

Length of Day: 708 hours

Selenophobia is fear of The Moon

Moonwalking:

Only 12 people have ever walked on the Moon! The first person to do this was Neil Armstrong on 

20th July 1969. There were two other men on the mission: Buzz Aldrin and Michael Collins and 

they all travelled on the Apollo 11 shuttle.

You may have seen a film of people walking on the Moon and it isn’t quite the same as walking on 

the Earth…walking on the Moon looks bouncy because the Moon’s gravity is not as strong as the 

Earth’s, so people take longer to fall back down when they are up in the air.

Orbit:

The Moon is the Earth’s only satellite (that means something that orbits a larger object). It takes 

the Moon about 28 days to orbit the Earth once, we call this a lunar month. During this time we 

only ever see the same side of the Moon as it rotates slowly whilst it moves around us.

During its orbit the Moon is sometimes covered by a shadow of the Earth, this is what gives us the 

phases of the moon, when it is waxing (growing bigger) and waning (getting smaller) with shapes 

including crescent and gibbous.



1. How many people were on the first moon landing mission?

Questions About The Moon

2. How does the moon look like it lights up when it doesn’t?

3. What is a satellite?

4. How much colder is the Moon at night than in the daytime?

5. What causes the shadow on the Moon?

6. Why is the Moon colder than Earth at night?

7. Where does the Moon go in the daytime?

8. How long does it take the Moon to orbit the Earth?
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9. How far did Neil Armstrong travel to get to the Moon?

10. Work out how long it would take a car travelling at 70mph to get to the Moon.

a: In hours

b: In days



1. How many people were on the first moon landing mission?

Three

2. How does the moon look like it lights up when it doesn’t?

It reflects the Sun’s light/rays

3. What is a satellite?

Something that orbits a larger object

4. How much colder is the Moon at night than in the daytime?

260°C  (107 + 153)

5. What causes the shadow on the Moon?

The Earth (casts a shadow as it gets in the way of the Sun’s rays).

6. Why is the moon colder than the Earth at night?

It is further away from the Sun at night.

8. How long does it take the Moon to orbit the Earth?

About 28 days / 4 weeks / 27.3 days / 29-30 days 

(The range is because it depends also on the position of The Earth)

9. How far did Neil Armstrong travel to get to the Moon?

238,857 miles 

Nowhere – it stays in the daytime sky

7. Where does the Moon go in the daytime?

Answers

Questions About The Moon

10. Work out how long it would take a car travelling at 70mph to get to the Moon.

a. In hours 

3412 hours  (238857 ÷ 70) 

b. In days

142 days (341 2÷ 24)
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The Moon
Do you ever look up in the sky at night and see the spherical Moon lighting up the  
night-time town? Do you sometimes ponder what it would be like to visit the Moon or 
wonder why it shines so bright? Well here’s some facts and figures that might interest you…

Moon and Sun:

The Moon shines extremely brightly but is only reflecting the rays of the Sun whilst it is round the 

other side of the Earth. The Moon cannot make its own light as it is not a star, like the Sun. When 

we rotate back towards the Sun for our daytime we assume the Moon goes away but it doesn’t, it’s 

just harder to see because it is so bright. Sometimes, if you look carefully,  you can see the Moon 

in the sky during the daytime.

Photo courtesy of (shahbasharat, Aurel___@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence - attribution

Did you know?

Average surface temperature in the day: 107°C

Average surface temperature at night: -153°C

Distance from Earth: 238,857 miles

Diameter: 2,160 miles 

Length of Day: 708 hours

Selenophobia is fear of The Moon

Moonwalking:

Only 12 people have ever walked on the Moon! The first person to do this was Neil Armstrong on 

20th July 1969. There were two other astronauts on the mission: Buzz Aldrin and Michael Collins 

who travelled on the Apollo 11 shuttle.

You may have seen footage of astronauts walking on the moon and you will notice it looks bouncy. 

This is because the Moon’s gravity is only that of 1 sixth of the Earth’s so people take longer to 

return to the surface when they are up in the air.

Orbit:

The Moon is the Earth’s only satellite (an object that orbits a larger object). It takes the Moon 

approximately 28 days to orbit the Earth once, this is referred to as a lunar month. During this 

time we only ever see the same side of the Moon as it rotates slowly whilst it moves around us. 

The Moon is not quite spherical and is slightly heavier on one side, so gravity keeps the heavier 

side facing us.

During its orbit the Moon is sometimes covered by a shadow of the Earth, this is what gives us the 

phases of the Moon, when it is waxing and waning with.
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Questions About The Moon

2. How does the moon look like it lights up when it doesn’t?

4. How much colder is the Moon at night than in the daytime?

5. Why does the Moon have different shadows on it during its cycle?

6. Why is the Moon warmer than Earth in the day and colder than Earth at night?

1. Who was the second man to walk on the Moon? How do you think he felt?

3. Explain how a satellite and an object work together?

7. People refer to the ‘dark side of the Moon’. What do you think this means?
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9. How far did Neil Armstrong travel to get to the Moon and back?

10. Work out how long it would take a car travelling at 70mph to get to the Moon.

a: In hours

b: In days

8. What is the name of someone who has a fear of the Moon?



1. Who was the second man to talk on the Moon? How do you think he felt

Buzz Aldrin

(Discuss: how he felt, jealous that he wasn’t the first? Or excited as he was still the 

second person ever to walk on the Moon?)

2. How does the moon look like it lights up when it doesn’t?

It reflects the Sun’s light/rays

3. Explain how a satellite and an object work together?

The satellite orbits a larger object

4. How much colder is the Moon at night than in the daytime?

260°C  (107 + 153)

5. Why does the Moon have different shadows on it during its cycle?

The Earth casts a shadow and the Earth and the Moon move and spin so the 

shadows change. 

6. Why is the Moon warmer than Earth in the day and colder than Earth at night?

It is nearer the Sun in the day and further away from the Sun at night.

8. What is the name of someone who has a fear of the Moon?

Selenophobic (Note: this is not ‘selenophobia’ as we are looking for the name of the 

person, not the fear).

9. How far did Neil Armstrong travel to get to the Moon and back?

477,714 miles (238,857×2)

Answers

Questions About The Moon

10. Work out how long it would take a car travelling at 70mph to get to the Moon.

a. In hours 

3412 hours  (238857 ÷ 70) 

b. In days

142 days (341 2÷ 24)

7. People refer to the ‘dark side of the Moon’. What do you think this means?

We always see the same side of the Moon (this is lit up) so there is always the same 

side of the Moon that gets no light around the back that we don’t see. This is the dark 

side of the Moon. (Intersting fact: also the name of the seminal album by Pink Floyd).



The Moon
Do you ever look The Moon at night? Do you wonder what it would be like to visit the 
moon?  Read on to find out more…

Moon and Sun:

The Moon shines very brightly, but it does not make its own light. It reflects the light of the Sun. 

When the Sun comes up for our daytime we think that the Moon goes away but it doesn’t, it’s just 

harder to see because the sky is so bright. Sometimes, if you look carefully,  you can see the Moon 

in the sky during the day.

Orbit:

The Moon is the only thing that naturally goes round (orbits) the Earth – anything that does this 

is called a satellite. It takes the Moon about 28 days to go round the Earth once, we call this a 

lunar month.

Did you know we only ever see the same side of the Moon?

During its orbit the Moon is sometimes covered by a shadow of the Earth, this is what gives us the 

phases of the Moon, when it is waxing (growing bigger) and waning (getting smaller) with shapes 

including crescent and gibbous.

Photo courtesy of (shahbasharat, Aurel___@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence - attribution
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Did you know?

Day temperature: 107°C

Night temperature: -153°C

Distance from Earth: 238,857 miles

Diameter (from one side to the other): 2,160 miles 

Length of Day: 708 hours

Moonwalking:

Only 12 people have ever walked on the Moon! The first person was Neil Armstrong on 20th July 

1969. There were two other men on the mission: Buzz Aldrin and Michael Collins. Their space 

shuttle was called Apollo 11. It took them just over 3 days to get there.

You may have seen a film of people walking on the Moon and they bounce along. This is because 

the Moon’s gravity is not as strong as the Earth’s so people take longer to come back down when 

they go up in the air.



1. Who was the first man to walk on the Moon?

Questions About The Moon

2. Where does the Moon get its light from?

3. How wide is the Moon?

4. How cold is the Moon at night?

5. What makes the shadow on the Moon to give it the different phases?

6. Why is the Moon warmer than Earth in the day?

7. Where does the Moon go in the daytime?
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8. How long is a lunar month?



9. What is the distance from us to the Moon?

10. It took the astronauts just over 3 days to get to the Moon – how far could you travel in 3 days?
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1. Who was the first man to walk on the Moon?

Neil Armstrong

2. Where does the Moon get its light from?

It reflects the Sun’s light/rays

3. How wide the Moon?

2,160 miles

4. How cold is the Moon at night?

- 153°C

5. What makes the shadow on the Moon to give it different phases?

The Earth

6. Why is the Moon warmer than Earth in the day?

It is nearer the Sun in the day.

8. How long is a lunar month?

About 28 days / 4 weeks / 27.3 days / 29-30 days 

(The range is because it depends also on the position of The Earth)

9. What is the distance from us to the Moon?

238,857 miles 

Nowhere – it stays in the daytime sky

7. Where does the Moon go in the daytime?

10. It took the astronauts just over 3 days to get to the Moon – how far could you travel in 3 days?

Open ended for discussion to put the journey into perspective and how fast they 

must have been travelling to get there in such a short time.

Answers

Questions About The Moon





 

 

Stories to listen to at home! 
 

1 - Code Name Bananas by David Walliams 



 

  

2 - Best Friends by Jacqueline Wilson 

BEST FRIENDS by Jacqueline Wilson - Part 1 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tclk3nRCDkI&t=49s


 

3 - Slime by David Walliams 

SLIME by David Walliams - Part 1 

 

4 - The Worlds Worst Teacher by David Walliams 

The World's Worst Teachers by David Walliams - Mr Pent's Balls 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ArNTMj_DvLE&list=PLAzkf1sP_pRgvcghpctcGf8kymz5DfJne
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFHbayPmvQ4&list=PLzFy4eMFKFuboyDMYFCPHKGOIowJAQfgj


 

5 - The Lorax by Dr. Seuss 

The Lorax - Read Aloud Picture Book | Brightly Storytime 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EdWesdMfyd4&t=599s


6 - Diary of a Wimpy kid: Dog days 

Dog Days Diary of a Wimpy Kid Audiobook 

 

7 - The Dinosaur that pooped a planet by Tom Fletcher & Dougie Poynter 

The Dinosaur that Pooped a Planet. Tom Fletcher & Dougie Poynter. Hilarious audiobook, read-aloud. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nNAlTsN0dhw&t=2206s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oJSGvTfzcs&t=152s


 

 

8 - Captain Underpants 

1st Captain Underpants (Origins). Colour edition, By Dav Pilkey. Children's audiobook (read-aloud). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ojcYwmFuDo&t=640s


 

 

 

 



9 - War horse by Michael Morpurgo  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/english-ks2-war-horse-michael-morpurgo-episode-1/zdv792p 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/english-ks2-war-horse-michael-morpurgo-episode-1/zdv792p

